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K'Road Chronicle

People in Your Neighbourhood
SPECIAL THANKS FOR SPONSORSHIP FROM RETRO CITY
VINTAGE, ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES, 161 K' ROAD

Pic Right: James

"The best way to have a great night out is to get just a little bit tippy and check out a great band," says James.

Huge thanks to the Hemp Shop, 253 K' Road for donating Hemp material for our new magazine satchels

Pic Left: Stevie & Gizmo

"We've started our own business called Swish. We create content including video, photography, branding and design" says Stevie.

www.swish.nz

Disclaimer: The K' Road Chronicle is a not for profit Zine published monthly by Skye Publishing, Editor: Skye. All correspondence to the Editor will be considered for print, unless otherwise stated. No articles may be published in print, broadcast, online or other unaltered media without the express written consent of the author. Articles and opinions do not necessarily reflect those of the publisher or sponsors.

Kēhe logo designed by Francesca Galllow
https://www.facebook.com/francesca.m.ish
K' Road Chronicle masthead designed by Liam Merson

Attachment A

Item 8.4
Thoughts For Your Penny

by Six  slsixsix@gmail.com, www.tranzspotting.wordpress.com

We are constantly lied to.

We are told that working hard is a virtue.

Yet the hardest working people earn the least.

We're encouraged to study so we'll get a good job.

Yet the largest proportion of unemployed have a post graduate qualification.

Life is meaningless for many people. A lot of people would be better off drowned at birth.

Life has become a tick box form where goals and aspirations are set by people you don't know and probably wouldn't like if you did.

We're told what to wear, where to eat, what to watch and when to shit.

Imagine a room full of people at Gloriavale designing a dress for the next millennium.

"How about blue?" says someone.

We buy into a values system we had no say in designing and expected to tow the line.

The good news however is that we don't live in Gloriavale.

Read full editorial at www.kroadchronicle.facebook.com

---

DJ Tito Tafa

REBEL SOUL RECORDS

021 052 6545

www.FBEVENTS.co.nz www.FBEVENTS.CO.NZ

K Road Chronicle

New and views from the Auckland streets
**KICKS & GIGGLES**
Sponsorship thanks to Rebel Soul Records, Cross Street Market, Cross Street (off Mercury Lane, parallel to K' Road).

**DAD JOKES**
A photon checks into a resort hotel.
The receptionist asks if he has any bags to take to his room.
The photon says, 'no. I'm travelling light.'
Q: What has four wheels and flies?
A: A garbage truck.

---

**POETRY**
Sponsorship thanks to The Thirsty Dog Pub
Cnr Howe Street & K' Road
Poetry night every Tuesday from 7:30pm, drink specials

Two Cities

A poem by Sophie Procter

When the sun shines on my city glaring between shadowed alleys the streets seem dirty.

Every cigarette butt every piece of gum shining like jewels and almost as bright as black gold tossed into a paper cup.

Heat rises from melting asphalt thick and sticky and sickly echoed by a smokers cough.

But when the rain falls it cleans the quiet streets.

Scum succumbs to the 'Slippery When Wet' and under a canopy of black umbrellas and vacant eyes coins don’t clink so loud.

My home glistens shiny and new like a young ant.

But the face has changed character gone.

Half of me enjoying a fresh breath the other feeling alone.

City sadness is palpable on grey days the homeless have tucked themselves away
and I wonder where do they go in the rain?
Copping Off

by P Kendall  $ aaldenpunk@gmail.com, $ www.aaldenpunk.wordpress.com

Karaokathe Road is arguably as infamous for carnal knowledge, contraband and underworld activity as it is for cabarets, cabarets, adult stores and crack whores.

Constable Shayla Bernardes works with a team of officers to ensure the strip remains safe for everyone to enjoy.

Shayla says she really enjoys working with the K Road community.

“We’re all diverse somehow, says Shayla. I come from a different country and I was welcome. The people of New Zealand are really welcoming and accepting, I think here we still have that sense of acceptance. There’s so many different people on K Road. It is really interesting dealing with the community.”

Shayla grew up in Brazil and came to New Zealand about 15 years ago. She says Brazil is a third world country with ten times the population of New Zealand. With ten times the population you have ten times corruption.

“I want to have a safer life. I had my family here,” says Shayla.

Six years ago Shayla says she was doing voluntary work and wanted to help people

“I thought that the Police would be a good organisation to work for. There are so many different areas you can work in. I see things that I never thought I would see in New Zealand.”

“I used to work in Kabul with a lot of family violence, she says. A lot of people,
Markie Mark and the Sharky Bunch

by Honey Thompson, honeymystypoon@gmail.com, www.honeysthompson.wordpress.com

Most readers will fail to recognise the Walburg reference in the title. However almost any and every deviant who has been looking for a hash pipe, dream catcher, crystal ball or dragon statue at 11pm most nights will recognise the absence of iconic stoner store, hippy haven and incense supplier Sharky’s, 359 K’ Road.

Aroma therapy supplies, tulip teas, crystals and magic beans are moving out to make way for a brand new Kebab Store.

Kebab store may or may not be fake news.

K’ Road retailer Mark says he has owned the store for three and a half years but the original shop opened more than 25 years ago.

Mark attributes the demise of the venture to increasing expenses and decreasing business. He says the downturn in sales for the last couple of years has been gradual but consistent. Mark attributes the downturn in sales to increased online trading.

“I hope that one day K’ Road regains its character, rather than trying to be another Ponsonby,” says Mark.

Michael Richardson of the K’ Road Business Association says he is very sad to see Mark go.

However market view reports show K’ Road is tracking ahead of its competitors.

“Retail is always challenging. Mark has always been a very proactive business person, and he will be dearly missed, says Michael.”

when you go to their houses and you end up locking up mum and dad, they just see someone locking their parents away. They grow up hating us without knowing what’s going on.”

Common K’ Road crimes include breaching the alcohol and liquor ban, shop lifting and fights. However, you can’t be arrested just because you’re drunk. You need to be causing some sort of nuisance, offense, or problem. You can be detained for being abusive or failing to provide your name and address.

“Follow the rules and you don’t get arrested, says Shayla. When there is a crime, there is a victim. If you do your own thing there’s no problem.”

$1,500 or mystery box (it could be anything)

Reward for Return

STOLEN BIKE

Rewards will be paid on proof of reward.

Lost or Stolen Bike, stolen from K’ Road.

Frame #NZ18010267

VERONA

Verona Cafe, 169 K’ Road

Site Blacksmith’s Fortune Card Readings

MORE THAN FOUR DECADES REVEALING THE DECK

First Floor, K’ Road Location

021 647 265

VERONA

City Vintage

Retro City

Vintage Antiques & Collectables

161 K’ Road, retrocityart@hotmail.com

Newton AUCKLAND 1010

Facebook & Instagram, cityvintage
Sign Signals

Collectors, historians and guys with beards and too much money have long lusted after the neon lights adorning the former adult shop at 460 K’ Road. However, property proprietors say the signs are definitely not for sale.

Ivor Churan, Office Manager for the building’s owners, says he has heard offers to buy the Exclusive Adult Shop neon sign adorning the awning but he has no instructions to sell.

“Apart from that I don’t know what to tell you,” says Ivor.

However, the building’s owner says the sign has to remain on that site as part of the history of K’ Road.

“Whatever happens, I’d like the sign to remain as part of the history. It is much more than just a sign,” she says.

A punter at the Thirsty Dog, Car, Howe Street and K’ Road, opposite, says he agrees.

“It is a cool sign,” says said guy supping craft beer and wiping a rich red beard of note.

Michelle Kidd says she wants to change this status quo reality

“I believe Auckland can do better, says Michelle. We intend to open a safe, comfortable and welcoming night shelter in 2019.

“We have a building, now all we need is help. We are passed the feasibility study of the building in the central city. Before we can receive the loan, we need to complete the electric and mechanical work and then we need to build a new bed and add some bathrooms. The Space project will help us. We need help from the community to provide a safe, welcoming and comfortable space for our most vulnerable.

Most people think there is a night shelter in the Auckland central city. Sadly, this is not the case.

If you’ve spent any time walking around the streets of the central city, you’ll know about the problem. There are homeless people sleeping in doorways, alleyways, in parks and on benches in the street and there are many you will never see because they are ‘skilled’ at hiding away in bushes, the graveyards and other places where they feel safe.

But they are not safe. You can support the Nest initiative at www.givealittle.co.nz.
Report to the Local Board of Member Vernon Tava
August 2019

Purpose
This report covers my Waitematā Local Board Activities in mid-July to mid-August 2019 as Lead of the Planning and Heritage portfolio; co-holder of the Transport portfolio; Local Board representative on the Parnell Business Association; and, member of the Auckland Domain Committee.

Executive Summary
- I keep track of resource consent applications as they are received by Council, requesting further information, plans and Assessments of Environmental Effects for applications of interest. Significant applications are referred to the relevant residents’ associations for their input which I then relay to planners as part of the Local Board’s input. Reporting of resource consent applications, planning portfolio input, hearings and decisions in the Local Board area for this month is detailed in the Heritage, Urban Design and Planning section of this report under the headings ‘Planning’: ‘Resource Consents’

Recommendation
That the Waitematā Local Board:
   a) Receive the Monthly Report of Member Tava

Portfolio Report: Transport
Local Board Chair, Pippa Coom, writes a very comprehensive report on transport in her monthly Chair’s Report. I refer the reader there for detail on the work of the Transport Portfolio.
Portfolio Report: Heritage and Planning

Portfolio Responsibilities
Heritage, Urban Design and Planning covers a mix of regulatory and non-regulatory activities including city planning and growth, heritage protection, urban design requirements, Local Board resource consent application input, and bylaw development, including advocacy to achieve local priorities relating to heritage preservation, good urban design and spatial planning. Regulatory and policy oversight of local liquor licensing, signs & billboards, and brothels.

Liquor Licensing Applications
There were no new, off-licence liquor licence applications this month in the Central alcohol licencing area that the Local Board objected to.

Resource Consents
The portfolio request information on resource consent applications of interest as a matter of course. The Local Board can have input into the decision on public notification of a resource consent application and can also comment on the substantive matters of the application. The input of the Local Board is not binding on the commissioner or hearings panel making the decision but we are able to appear at notified hearings to speak on behalf of the Local Board. This is not treated as a submission for the purposes of the Resource Management Act, but it is given weight by a hearings panel or commissioner according to the merit of the arguments made.

Significant Resource Consent Matters

Mixed-use apartment development, 339-361 Great North Road, Grey Lynn (Arch Hill Caltex site)
There are two consents lodged, one a variation and the other a new consent relating to an application approved in 2016 as R/LUC/2016/4192 under the Special Housing Area rules hence proceeding automatically on a non-notified basis. The approved consent is for a six-level apartment building (plus basement) comprising 90 dwellings, ground floor retail units and communal areas and two-level basement parking, storage and services was in Mixed-use apartment development, comprising two levels of basement carparking, refuse and storage.

Variation (LUC60126238-A WAT60152236-A) Consent is sought: To enable the two approved apartment buildings to be constructed and/or owned separately;
For design changes to the layout of the laneway and podium court yards; For design changes to the approved car park; to separate the lobby access to the upper floor apartments and the ground floor café/restaurant for Building B. The s92 process is nearing completion with what I believe to be final confirmation on several groundwater matters associated with the proposed staging component. Subject to receiving confirmation on the remaining groundwater matters, officers will be recommending that the decision maker approve the variation on a non-notified basis.

**New Consent (LUC60340118):** this proposal is substantially similar to the Existing Consent (as per the proposed Variation which is nearing completion), with the only differences being the following changes to Building B: The number of storeys will increase from 6 to 7 storeys, while retaining the approved maximum building height. Note: the height of the upper level balcony will be 500mm higher than the upper level balcony of the Existing Consent (RL84.55m vs RL84.05m). Five additional dwellings will be provided, comprising two x 1-bedroom apartments and three x 2-bedroom apartments. The overall number of dwellings in Building B will increase from 26 to 31. The floor to floor height of the ground floor will be decreased from 4.5m to 3.8m. The floor to floor height of the upper floors will be decreased from 3.7m to 3.2m. The application is currently being reviewed by Council specialists. To date, only a contamination response has been received which, according to the processing planner, confirms there are no changes under this application that warrant further review, assessment or conditions from what has already occurred under the previous consenting processes.
New public space area between Princes Wharf, Pier 2 and the Ferry Building on Quay Street, Auckland Central
BUN60338800.

5-Year Consent for Container/Bar in Aotea Square Granted
Aotea Square, 290 Queen Street, Auckland Central. LUC60333892. Application for the container café/bar that has been consented temporarily in the Square (20 December 2018, LUC60326707), while the Aotea Centre was being refurbished, to be consented on a permanent basis. Given the significance of this space in the context of the city centre, its centrality to the civic and cultural life of the city, and the clearly expressed concerns of the public that commercialisation and/or enclosure of this space is to be kept to a minimum, the Waitematā Local Board submitted to the Commissioner deciding notification that this application is of high public interest and should be publicly notified. Cr Lee also wrote to support our view.

The special circumstances are:

- the significance of the space: Aotea Square is the only large plaza space in the central city; it is the premier civic space and the site of any significant protest, rally, etc. held in the city
- the fact the proposal closes off a part of this significant space
the Local Board have heard time and again from the public that they want public space to be maximised and not impinged upon by additional installations or structures unless they are seasonal, temporary and make a contribution to the space, e.g. the Spiegeltent.

the Local Board are also concerned with commercialisation of public space and generally resist this unless a strong case can be made that the commercial aspect will make a positive contribution to the space by enhancing the public’s enjoyment.

Following our input, RFA (Auckland Live) wrote a response including some amendments to the proposal to do with reducing the extent of outside seating when the bar is not being used in conjunction with events and putting up a sign saying that it is a public space. They didn’t bother referring the amended proposal back to us ‘as it is considered that their view of the proposal remains unchanged.’

A duty commissioner granted the consent on a non-notified basis on 10 July 2019.

Large, curved digital billboard on Ports of Auckland land at the corner of Tamaki Drive and Solent Street, facing back toward Parnell

LUC60342251. Application to establish a new curved, digital free-standing billboard measuring 13.9m long by 3.29m high. This would be a hugely visually significant structure and will alter the fabric of an important waterfront junction point as well as being visible – particularly at night from a large number of houses in eastern Parnell. The Local Board has requested public notification.
Construction of a new building to include food and beverage activities to replace the former N. Cole building at 14 Madden Street, Wynyard Quarter LUC60342653. The application to demolish the original N. Cole building was processed in 2015 as R/LUC/2015/4326. The claim was made that the proposed building would replicate the appearance of the front and side facades of the existing character building with contemporary elements to the rear of the building. The work had already been substantially approved in consents R/LUC/2015/2214 and R/REG/2015/2352, processed in June-July 2015 for the demolition of buildings on site and the partial retention (i.e. of the façade), re-location and reconstruction of the building known as the N. Cole Building which will be relocated approximately 19 metres east of its current location. The building was not scheduled but was identified as character contributing. The proposed new commercial office building will include two below ground basement levels, 85 parking spaces and 8675m² of GFA. The relocated and rebuilt character building will provide a further 265m² of GFA for food and beverage activities. Regional consent matters include groundwater take and diversion in order to facilitate the basement car parking. We asked for public notification of the consent variation. We were comfortable with the partial demolition and retention of the original frontage of the building as decided in the previous consents. However, the variation sought to build a replica instead is not acceptable to the Local Board. This is one of the few heritage buildings that has been kept in the Wynyard Quarter and it is not acceptable to have an ersatz version built in its place. The significance of this application and its effect on the heritage coherence of the Quarter is such that it may plausibly be considered to be a special circumstances matter under s95A(4) RMA requiring notification. The decision was made for the application to proceed on a non-notified basis on 5 November with the following reasoning from the planner responsible:

‘The building is not scheduled under the District Plan, it is only a character building. The District Plan specifically contemplates demolition of character buildings and based on the criteria of the Plan it was considered that a replica replacement of the front façade was appropriate in this instance. It was considered there are no special circumstances … due to the building not being scheduled, that it has been substantially altered over time such that only aspects of the front façade retain the original character and that these details can be fully replicated such that the character of the building currently offers to the streetscape can be maintained and enhanced (through only reinstating the original detailing).’

The new application drawings by Warren Mahoney purport to do this as follows:
So this:

becomes this:

which seems like a long way from what would be a plain-language understanding of what is meant by a 'replica reinstatement of the front façade.'
Carlaw Park Student Accommodation Complex, University of Auckland, at 28-38 Stanley Street, Parnell
LUC60342865. This application infringes the maximum height controls for the area, upper floor setback, wind, and tower dimension. The proposed student accommodation will be maintained and operated by the University of Auckland.

Other Consents
- 72-78 Victoria Street West, Auckland Central. LUC60340844. Additions and alterations to the SkyCity casino building, including an addition to Level H6, reconfiguration of levels H5 & H6 and alterations to the H6 roof and façade. An 80m² addition to level H6 at the eastern portion of the existing building to accommodate the proposed elevator extension;
  Alterations to the existing roof, including the following:
  A new lift over-run shaft to accommodate the proposed elevator extension to level H6; Six new glazed skylights and two new open roof skylights along the eastern portion of the roof; and a new membrane roof over the proposed addition to level H6;
  Alterations to the exterior building façade at level H6, including the following:
  A new glazed façade along the extent of the proposed addition;
  Enclosing the existing semi-closed glazed balustrade along the eastern façade and replacing with a new aluminium balustrade; Enclosing the existing semi-closed balustrade along the western façade with a new glazed façade; and the provision of an extract louvre on the western façade.
- 85-89 Quay St, Auckland Central. LUC60341186. Auckland Transport are proposing to relocate the World War I Memorial Beacon, a Category B Scheduled Heritage Feature. It is also proposed to restore the metal work and lamp on top of the beacon that have been removed in the past. The proposed works are part of AT's Downtown Infrastructure Development Programme. While not its original location, the proposed location would be reminiscent of its original shoreline setting by restoring its visual connection. I consulted with Cr Mike Lee who is strongly supportive of this proposal and particularly keen to see the metalwork restored on top of the pillar. The Local Board did not ask for notification of this proposal given its historical significance and support from our councillor.

- 38 Albany Road, Herne Bay. LUC60341311. Renovation and alterations to existing character dwelling. Including the excavation of side path and addition of windows to northern side of dwelling, addition of new privacy screen to northern side of dwelling, new swimming pool and associated timber decking to rear of site and removal of low planter adjacent to driveway replaced with new garden on grade.
- 124 Halsey Street, Auckland Central. LUC60341399, WAT60341640. This proposal involves development of the subject site with new commercial buildings with Precinct being the applicant and a s127 variation to the underlying Integrated Development Plan resource consent (R-VCC-2013-4343-4 and LUC60107815-E) to be progressed with Panuku Development Auckland Limited as the applicant.
- 82 Gladstone Road, Parnell. LUC60341696. The applicant proposes a new 77m² office addition to the existing three-storey building.
• 52/210-218 Victoria Street West, Auckland Central. LUC60341698. Resource consent required for modifications of a scheduled historic heritage place.

• 4 Partridge Street, Grey Lynn. LUC60341633. Exterior alterations to building in residential zoned area with Special Character Areas - Residential Isthmus A Overlay.

• 141-177 Halsey Street, Auckland Central. CST60341916. Establish a temporary tower crane for the Emirates New Zealand Team during the America’s Cup. The Local Board requested *public notification* on the basis of special circumstances: our view is that any significant structure in the coastal area – even a temporary one and, yes, even one to do with the America’s Cup – should be publicly notified.

• 1 Parliament Street, City. LUC60342840. Application to carry out internal modification to combine two existing apartments on level 16 into one apartment, as well as carrying out external alteration to enclose the existing balcony space, which will exceed the MTFAR by an additional 57.7sqm, as well as exceeding the maximum building height of 50m by 2.6m (however, please note that the existing building has exceeded the maximum building height already). The Local Board did not have input into this application.

• 131 Queen Street, Auckland Central. LUC60342651. To undertake alterations and additions including signage to the existing historic heritage building. The proposal is to undertake external and internal alterations to the existing heritage building at 131 Queen Street in Auckland Central to enable the building to be utilised by new commercial tenants. The building is the former Milne & Choyce Department Store with which many Aucklanders will fondly remember. The basement and ground floors are proposed to be upgraded to provide a number of retail tenancies. The final configuration of these will be determined once leases with tenants have been confirmed. The building elevations will be refurbished as addressed below, and a new lift will be installed for the upper floors. The existing carparking area on Level 1 will be removed, however servicing access will be retained from the Mills Lane frontage of the site. Levels 1-8 will be tenanted by ‘WeWork’ to open their first New Zealand co-working space. WeWork currently operate 280 locations in 86 cities across 32 countries since its founding in 2010 in New York, and many of their operations are within character and historic buildings. The main external alterations comprise new shop frontages and works to the canopy, including the removal of the existing barrel vault marking the entry to the building. This is not an original feature. The Council’s built heritage team and Heritage New Zealand (HNZ) have been
closely involved in design development. HNZ has given its written approval to the proposal.

- 171 Hobson Street Auckland Central. LUC60342867. Install two portrait-orientated wall-mounted digital billboards to the front façade. The Local Board requested limited notification to the apartments opposite as we have known that these signs are very bright and have caused issues for residents in close proximity to them.
- 81 Remuera Road, Remuera. LUC60343069. Construction of new seven level building containing commercial unit and 39 new dwellings (may also be used as visitor accommodation units).

Signatory
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